Office Memorandum

It has come to notice that dismantled building materials are not transported/disposed off at the identified landfill sites of Municipal Corporation of Delhi and in many cases, contractors are not providing the receipts of Municipal Corporation as a proof of disposing and prefer not to claim payment for the same.

In order to curb the disposal of C&D waste here and there and to ensure that it is disposed at authorised dumping sites only, it is hereby directed that in all future agreements in projects, a specific condition should be inserted that all the C&D waste generated from dismantlement in PWD works shall be transported/disposed off at the identified landfill sites of Municipal Corporation of Delhi and documentary evidence in form of receipts from Municipalities and video record of pre-measured stacks has to be mandatorily submitted to the department, failing which a penalty at the double the prevailing rate of transportation plus processing fee payable at the landfill site shall be recovered and no payment for concerned agreement item and reimbursement of processing fee shall be made to contractors.

In case of small works under maintenance Zones, the C&D waste from dismantled building materials generally small in quantity should be transported to a designated site in sub-division/division office by the contractors and accordingly disposal condition be stipulated in the work agreements. The C&D waste from these departmental designated sites shall be transported/disposed off to the landfill sites of Municipal Corporation of Delhi periodically through separate agreement. Provision of pre-measurement recording and documentary evidence of disposal at identified Municipal sites shall be made in such agreements of disposals.

This issues with the approval of Engineer-in-Chief, PWD.

[Signature]
Director(Works)

Copy to:
1. The Pr.Chief Engineer(Projects), PWD(GNCTD), MSO Building, New Delhi.
2. The Pr.Chief Engineer(M&F), PWD(GNCTD), MSO Building, New Delhi.
3. The Pr.Chief Engineer(Health), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.
4. The Pr.Chief Engineer(East), PWD(GNCTD), MSO Building, New Delhi.
5. The Chief Engineer(South), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.
6. The Chief Engineer(North), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.
7. The Chief Engineer(Projects), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.
8. The Chief Engineer(Other Projects), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.
9. The Chief Engineer(Flyover), PWD(GNCTD), New Delhi.

Director(Works)